
Pilot Project Card

Pilot Action (Title) Impact Description Objectives Target Groups

Empowering workshops for

students - POWER UP!

A workshop can introduce a new

concept, spurring participants to

investigate it further on their

own, or can demonstrate and

encourage the practice of actual

methods. It's a great way to

teach hands-on skills because it

offers participants a chance to

try out new methods and fail in

a safe situation. Workshop was

designed to help young people

to understand and develop the

critical thinking and process of

starting their own career.

The idea for the project is to create
a one-day workshops for students,
lead by successful women in
selected fields. It will consist of
various examples of how to start
your career. What to do to develop
your skills and not be stucked in
one role. How to speak up for
yourself and know your value.

In exploratory workshops, ideas are

analysed to better understand a

topic and its associated problems,

current solutions, and future

challenges.

In learning workshops, a particular

skill set, application, or technique is

taught. The expected outcome is

increased knowledge, competence,

or confidence in a particular area or

set of techniques.

Creating workshops bring together

individuals with a common or

intersecting interest to solve

particular problems by collectively

building something. They can

include multidisciplinary teams in

which problem holders guide the

creative process

1. University students

2. Mostly women (however this

won't be a requirement)

3. People who are interested in

their future career



Pilot Project Card

Sector orientation (which specific
topics the engagement activities will

focus on)

Communication Strategy (including measures
to ensure broad and wide reach of the
activities to be rolled out)

Follow-up and sustainability (i.e., actions and
activities after the project’s end at local level)

1. FINANCE: How to find somebody's path in
a financial/corporate career.
What is the basic knowledge of
corporate life? Tips for new joiners but
not only for them about this field. What
to do to keep yourself accountable for
promotion.

2. ENTREPRENEURSHIP: How to start your
own firm/brand?
What is needed to become your own
boss? How to be a good leader? How to
get into the market?

3. IT: What can you do?
What can you do in the IT field? Examples
of different job opportunities in IT for
developers, designers to project
managers.

4. ENGINEERING: How to find your path in a
close area?

Participants will communicate through social media and
distribute the info through their channels. As they are
members of international community they will tell about the
project in their regions and share the knowledge learnt.

All participants will be invited to a facebook group where
they can share their stories or ask questions to the
community. They will also share the project to their friends
and families. Through cooperation with Universities great
number of students can be reached.



How to find a job and be accountable in a
very strictly specific job market? How to
stand out among others with the same
background?

Place: Zakopane, Poland



Timeline:

GANTT

April May June July August September

Weeks 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Activity 1 X X X X

Activity 2 X X X X X X X X X X X X

Activity 3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

(please add as many as you wish)

Team/Roles: Karolina, Maryia - trainers

Number of people to be reached: 2000

Budget: 2000 EUR

Potential Partners: Warsaw University, Siedlce University, Białystok University



Additional information:


